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A. Overview
CyberTools for Libraries has enhanced both the Staff Functions Search Catalog 
and the OPAC enabling selected works' on-demand data export for use by 
bibliography management applications. Most of these applications utilize the RIS 
format, e.g., EndNotes, Mendeley, Reference Manager (hereinafter RefMan), 
and RefWorks.
 
Searcher can export two ways:  Details Display and Save Results. Either option 
enables the searcher to save the bibliography data for importing into bibliography 
management applications.

We also include an option to export a URL which is a direct link to the 
bibliographic record in the OPAC. This URL utilizes the OpenURL format.



B. Details Display's new function [Cite]
Details Display now offers the new function [Cite] shown on the bottom row and 
circled in red:

[Cite] displays a cut-and-paste a bibliography and a direct link (i.e., an OpenURL) 
to this work in the library's catalog:
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[Cite] also offers two additional functions:  

[Download for EndNote/Mendeley/RefMan/RefWorks]

[Download for EndNote/Mendeley/RefMan/ RefWorks] creates an export file in 
industry-standard RIS format preferred by the three named bibliography 
management programs. Example:

     TY  - BOOK
     ID  - 1121
     AU  - Johnson, Spencer.
     TI  - Who moved my cheese? : an amazing way to deal with 
     change in your work and in your life / 
     CY  - New York
     PB  - Putnam
     Y1  - c1998
     SN  - 0399144463
     ER  -

Either [Download] function opens the workstation's standard file navigation user 
interface to save or open the data:

C. Saved Results new formats and new function [Download]
Searchers can use the OPAC Saved Results Formats for bibliography 
management:

  Bibliography (available since 1999)
  Direct Link
  RIS (EndNote, Mendeley, RefMan, RefWorks)
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As a reminder, the other formats are:
  Detail
  MARC (Staff Functions Search Catalog only)
  Search Results

Any of the formats can be expressed via the old functions [Preview] and [E-mail].
The OPAC Save Results now offers the new function [Download].  

Staff Functions Search Catalog has long incorporated its download function 
[File].  [Download] or [File] open the workstation's standard file navigation user 
interface to save or open the data:
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D. Importing by bibliography management applications
EndNotes, Mendeley, Reference Manager, and RefWorks should be able to 
import the data exported from the catalog and then downloaded and saved on 
the workstation via  steps B or C. Please consult your bibliography management 
applications for their relevant instructions.
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E.1 Overview to Add Article Data 2012.10.08

The citation export has been enhanced to optionally collect and export article data. The Citation 
page now includes a push button [Add Article Data]:

 

This function enables collecting article data for a bibliography:  article title, authors, volume, issue, 
part, supplement, publication and year. Only title is mandatory. If more than three authors, list 
three only and check the "et al." box.  
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E.2 Add Article Data

E.3 Fields:  Add Article Data

E.3.1 Field 1 Prior Bibliography:  80 characters, multiple, display only

The Prior Bibliography is from the Citation window. Its purpose is to assist in improving the data.  

E.3.2 Field 2 Function Keys

E.3.3 Field 3 Article Title:  240 characters, mandatory

Enter the title of the article.  
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E.3.4 Field 4 Article Author 1:  150 characters

Enter the name of the primary author of the article. Format is FirstName LastName 

E.3.5 Field 5 Article Author 2:  150 characters

Enter the name of the second author of the article. Format is FirstName LastName.  

E.3.6 Field 6 Article Author 3:  150 characters

Enter the name of the third author of the article. Format is FirstName LastName.  

E.3.7 Field 7 Et al.:  

If there are more than three authors, check this box and "et al." wll appear on the citation window. 

E.3.8 Field 8 Volume:  10 characters

Enter the volume number of the journal issue that contains the article.  

E.3.9 Field 9 Issue:  30 characters

Enter the issue number of the journal that contains this article.  

E.3.10 Field 10 Part:  30 characters

If the article was published in an Issue's Part then specify the Part's identifier here, e.g., 
Part 1 of 3, or 1/3. A Part is not a serialized article. A Part is a named, physically unique subset of 
the Issue, e.g., separate magazine, an accompanying CD-ROM or DVD, etc. The Parts together 
complete the Issue. Most Issues do not have Parts. Parts are not Supplements.

E.3.11 Field 11 Supplement:  30 characters

If this article appears in a supplement, enter that information here.  

E.3.12 Field 12 Pages:  10 characters

Enter the page number range of the article.  

E.3.13 Field 13 Article Date:  30 characters

Enter the date of the article. You may enter the year only, or month and year, or month/day/year 
in any standard format.  The date is free text and is not validated.  
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E.3.14 Field 14 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:  

Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.  

Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Ok
Cancel
Help

E.4 Return to the Citation Window

After selecting the Article function [Ok], the data are returned to the Citation window. The 
bibliography is redisplayed, and the data can be exported:
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